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Mastitis Test X-Spurt

NEW

The X-Spurt paddle makes RMT testing a fast and
efficient one-hand operation as the 300ml (10fl.
oz) X-Spurt reagent reservoir is also the handle for
Airline Sprayer Dairy
the paddle. Milk is entered in the paddle chambers
and the paddle tilted in the normal way to reduce
complete
214 675
The Farmhand Airline Sprayer was invented the samples to the usual 3ml (0.1fl.oz). A quick
and developed by a New Zealand dairy farmer. squeeze of the X-Spurt handle then enters equal
Now manufactured in New Zealand by Shoof amounts of reagent at the same time to all four
International Ltd. This sprayer can be used in samples. Swirling the paddle mixes the samples for
many industries for achieving perfectly atomised usual coagulation recognition. The bottle capacity is
spray of all manner of liquid or cream products, enough to RMT test about 15 cows. The X-Spurt is
even products of quite high viscosity. For the available in black, blue, or white.
dairy industry the sprayer can be used for perfect
application of many teat spray and teat barrier
products that are unsprayable in any other teat
spray system. Not only does the Farmhand Airline
Sprayer give optimal atomisation and teat or udder
coverage, but it generally also does this using
less remedy. So it can easily recoup its cost when
used with high-value teat barrier products. Air line
pressure of about 40p.s.i. is required to operate the
sprayer. This can generally be achieved with use of
a low-cost portable compressor, and air line to the
dairy platform. The Airline Sprayer incorporates a
controllable regulator, and is supplied with a 1-litre
flask for remedy. The wand tip incorporates a hook Sheepmat on a plywood base in a sheep yard.
for quick and easy hang-ups between uses. The
©™
Sheepmat
whole unit is very simple and convenient to operate Hoofmat
in any dairy. The principal of operation is that the air
premium (blue) 217 592
flow through the handle draws product with it to be The Sheepmat is manufactured in the same tradition
atomised as it passes through the nozzle. The spray as the famous Hoofmat for cows. Premium model
pattern is a filled-in cone.
uses 31mm foam in a premium quality blue fabric
outer. This should suit most existing race systems
but the mat must be placed on concrete, wood, or
other impervious surface. For successful treatment
use in a situation where the animals will not be
walking in dirty conditions, or for long distances,
immediately after crossing the mat. Management
systems may have to be developed to enable lame
or at-risk animals to be treated to cross the mat at
least once per day. Sheepmat should be used with
about 10 litres of 2% copper sulphate solution, or
other remedy as may be recommended by your
veterinarian. Size of the sheepmat is 1.5m long x
0.46m wide.

Quartermilker 8 Litre

complete		 207 556
repl't top assy cpt		
207 564
repl't o-ring only		
205 282
repl't rubber tube each 205 286
repl't connector		
205 279

For separating one quarter from the other three
quarters in cases of colostrum, haemorrhage and
high cell count (and antibiotic contamination where
regulations allow).
Guaranteed unbreakable. Easy to clean. All
antibiotic contaminated milk should be dumped,
but the other three quarters should be suitable for
calf rearing (or for sale where regulations allow).
Our 8 litre Quartermilker features a low-profile noncapsize design and specially moulded soft rubber
tubes which allow the cow plenty of free movement
whilst milking. Large 9cm neck opening. All parts
available. Instructions for use included.

Mastitis Test Super Paddle
black
blue

211 537
204 473

NEW

RMT paddle designed and manufactured by Shoof
with special features over other paddles: smooth
and comfortable handle, tilt lines for both left and
right hand use, slightly domed cup-bottoms to
enhance coagulation visibility, dark blue colour for
maximum milk visibility. Quality long-life flexible
polypropylene manufacture. Available in other
colours if required, by indent order.
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black complete 220 910
blue complete 204 475
white complete 210 553

